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Abstract

This thesis is focused on generating natural language explanations for Automated machine learn-ing (AutoML). Research in natural language explanations is timely, given both the popularity ofexplainability techniques and the continued advances in AutoML. We believe that the standardexplainability techniques are not explicit enough in conveying information to stakeholders. Usersmight prefer onemode of information over another [43] or feelmore confident with visual informa-tion [13]. In other domains, people understand information better if it is presentedwith it in naturallanguage [13], [43]. We have therefore proposed, developed and tested language generation mod-ules that build explanations for machine learning models that can be applied to AutoML systems.This research provides a bedrock for future work on generating natural language explanations.
We have developed three language generation modules for permutation feature importance, par-tial dependence and accumulated local effects. During the development of the language generatormodules, we conducted a preliminary pilot study to evaluate the systems. This study helped thedevelopment process and deepened our understanding of the language required to explain thegraphical information. To test whether natural language explanations can offer more utility thanvisual explanations, we conducted a more extensive evaluation study to test which mode of ex-planation was more helpful: visual, textual or multimodal. What constitutes a "good" explanationis one that helps users understand the underlying information that is being conveyed. In this the-sis, study participants found multimodal explanations to be the most useful of the three modes inincreasing their understanding of the underlying processes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
AutomatedMachine Learning (AutoML) is the process of automating themachine learningmodel de-velopment to alleviate the user of the tedious iterative process that relies heavily on human exper-tise. The adoption of AutoML will give greater power to a larger demographic and make machinelearning more accessible to a broader audience instead of solely for engineers and researchers.Although the transition will provide a net good to the research area, it is not without issues, partic-ularly when applying black-box algorithms to high-risk situations. For this reason, greater emphasisshould be put on the end-user to help understand the inner workings of the AutoML process.Despite all the progress it has seen in recent years, there is a lack of transparency and interpretabil-ity in machine learning. There is a need to increase trust in machine learning models’ decisions inhealthcare, finance, and law [8]. Although the terms explainability and interpretability are sometimesconfused, a clarification is necessary to avoid confusion. Interpretable machine learning refers tothemethods andmodels that make the behaviour of machine learning systems understandable tohumans. Although somemodels are intrinsically interpretable, (such as logistic regression or gener-alised additive models) others are not (neural networks, random forests). Explainability techniquesare a set of techniques that can be applied to machine learning models to make their processesmore interpretable and more similar to intrinsically interpretable models.This project is a collaborative effort between Avaya and Utrecht University. Avaya is a multinationalbusiness communications software and cloud solutions company that has developed aworking Au-toML system. Some decisions undertaken are because of the specifications of the AutoML system,namely the decision to focus on global model-agnostic methods over local model agnostic meth-ods. These methods will be elaborated on further under the explainability section of this paper2.2.. The system is an application with a clean user interface and allows the user to drag and drop adataset into the system. The user then picks the target variable. This step is followed by the systemproducing a set of candidate feature variables that it deems to influence the target variable. Follow-ing the feature confirmation, the system finds a candidate model from the search space, trains themodel and returns accuracy, precision, recall and the F1 measure. Before training and evaluation,the user selects variables from a set of auto-generated candidates and decides which model to se-lect. AutoML not only automates the process and lowers the barrier to entry into machine learningbut often findsmore accuratemodels than the traditionalmachine learning approach [16]. Explain-ability techniques can be a way to provide feedback on the processes within the AutoML system[2] and can allow them to trust the models that have been selected, as well as the ability to gainmore insight into the feature variables that the users have chosen [29, 22]. It could be the case thatthe model heavily relies on an undesirable feature variable such as race, gender or religion, whichcould have extremely negative consequences in certain circumstances.
1.1. Research question and thesis goalsThis research will ask whether natural language is more informative at providing explanations thangraphical methods in the context of AutoML? We hypothesise that users can be better informed bytextual information than graphs, which is in line with other research in natural language generation[law, 40], [13]. As a secondary research question, this project will examine if amultimodal approachto explainability will increase participants’ understanding of the underlying processes in AutoML.It might be the case that having both the visual graph explanation and generated text will helpthe end-user better understand the complex processes of the underlying algorithms [30]. In doingso, there will be three conditions for the experiment, where unimodal explanations are evaluatedindividually and a combination of both conditions to see if visual graphs combined with generatedtext give AutoML users a better understanding of the process overall. We hope this research willnot only apply to the application space of AutoML but to machine learning more broadly.The research questions of this project, therefore, are the following:This work will address the following questions in terms of user understanding of explanations inthe AutoML context:
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• Are textual explanations more effective than visual explanations?
• Are visual and textual explanations combined more effective than individual modes?

This thesis will provide an overview of the field of AutoML and Explainability. We selected a subsetof explainability methods and discussed why we think global model agnostic techniques are mostapplicable to the project. Then, we will describe how some explainability techniques are flawed,particularly when considering AutoML users. Themethods section will cover howwe addressed theresearch question with our language generation modules and tested our research questions. Thisresearch can be used as an exploratory roadmap for other work in natural language explanations,which is a sparsely researched field at the time of writing.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1. AutoMLIn the standard approach tomachine learning, a researcher has to performmany tasks that can berather time-consuming and relies heavily on human expertise. AutoML is an attempt to automatethis process and allow people to build high-quality machine learning systems. It can allow peoplewith little to no prior experience in coding or machine learning to perform machine learning taskswithout writing any code themselves. The resulting accuracies are often higher than what humanscan obtain when developing the models themselves [16]. Many different tools and platforms areavailable today to help users [39]. Advances in computing power and better algorithms have ledto more development in autoML among researchers and industry alike. The automatic preparing,cleaning data, feature engineering, discovering models, hyperparameter optimisation and evalu-ating the model are all steps that autoML researchers try to automate [42, 39].Domain expertise is a crucial factor in the data science pipeline. Often data scientists do not havehigh-level knowledge for the fields which they are developing machine learning models for. Thislimitation is significant as domain expertise is an integral part of machine learning development.AutoML allows for complex algorithms to be put into the hands of these domain experts. Even fordata scientists and machine learning engineers, autoML shows promise by saving them significantamounts of timewhile they concentrate on other tasks [12]. Algorithm selection and hyperparame-ter tuning can be laborious and take time to change architectures and settings iteratively. Engineersare only as skilled as the algorithms in their toolbox, and autoML means that the search space forwhich model, or combination of models, to select is much larger. Furthermore, data scientists canbe biased towards using algorithms they are familiar with over algorithms that might better suitthe data. AutoML can reduce this bias.Many of the autoML systems that have been proposed are unfinished propositions of a completelyautomated autoML pipeline [16]. They are incomplete as they only automate certain blocks of theautoML process and others require some level of input from the user. In contrast to this, someprovide end-to-end automated pipelines. VEGA is an example of an end-to-end autoML pipeline[41]. Although this might be welcome for some, perhaps an approach to autoML where the humanis kept in the loop has an added benefit of allowing some decisions to be overseen by humans.Complete pipeline automation could mean more accurate systems, but perhaps full automationignores domain expertise and undervalues human oversight. The entire workflow of the machinelearning pipeline automatised might lead to a lack of control or understanding of the systems.One of the main issues with autoML, as it stands today, is that it is costly to run algorithms and de-velop these systems at scale [41]. AutoML systems can be very taxing in terms of computing time.However, this will likely become less of an issue as hardware progresses. Nevertheless, autoML willlikely becomemore of amainstream tool for bothmachine learning engineers and laypeople in thefuture. There is a solid argument that part of the success of neural networks is due to their auto-mated feature engineering, and in this way, when more of the process is automated, the barrier toentry is lowered.Although autoML’s goal is to take the human out of the loop, this can be seen as a major disad-vantage of autoML [42]. Xanthopoulos et al. suggest that more of the process should focus onthe human user. The end-users should be aware of and explain the inner workings of the autoMLprocess. Doing so will, in turn, determine the success or failure of a system’s wider adoption. Theuser should understand why a particular algorithm is better suited to one situation over another.For example, perhaps one algorithm uses the variable postcode as the most important variable inpredicting whether a loan is given or not, which could be problematic.There aremany techniques in autoML systems for automatic model selection. Although there is nounifying approach for creating autoML systems [12], there has been significant research in recentyears. This is largely due to advances in Combined Architecture Search and Hyperparameter opti-misation (CASH), Neural Architecture Search [45, 16] and Evolutionary Algorithms [32]. In additionto this, work has been done to create more open-source benchmarks for autoML systems, whichfurther increase public knowledge in the area and develop the field even further [12].
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The autoML system on which this project is based focuses explicitly on supervised classificationproblems. The user loads a dataset into the system and selects the target variable, then, the systemautomatically selects what it finds to be the feature variables of interest. The user then confirmsthe feature selection before the machine learning algorithm is selected and the prediction made.However, if users do not understand the inner workings of how these predictions are made, thenthere is more potential for harm once the system is deployed. Therefore the models that thesesystems produce must be explained well.
2.2. Explainable AIExplainable AI is a research field that aims to make AI systems results more understandable tohumans [1]. Sometimes the terms interpretable AI and explainable AI are used interchangeably. Inorder to avoid confusion, a necessary clarification needs to be addressed. Interpretable machinelearning is the field that encompasses explainable AI as a subfield. Interpretable models are so dueto their inherent design. They are intrinsically interpretable by looking at theirmodel parameters orfeature summary statistics.Models that are not intrinsically interpretable are black boxmodels thatrequire externalmodels to add insight post-hoc into their inner workings. Interpretablemodels canoften bemore desirable when interpretations aremore important than accuracy [4]. Explainable AIcomes from the need to justify machine learning algorithms that are not inherently interpretable.Black-box models are machine learning models that cannot be understood by looking at their pa-rameters alone. Neural networks and random forests are typical examples of black-box models.The issue with black-box models is that they lack an explicit declarative knowledge representation,which means that they lack any underlying explanatory structures [17]. In opposition to this areinterpretable models, which are sometimes called white-box models.The utility of black-box models has come into question, and some argue that they should not beused for high stakes decisions at all [37]. Although there are some clear advantages to using inher-ently interpretable models, black-box models are still widely used, partly due to their ease of useand high accuracy. Although some dispute whether black-box models are always more accurate.The performance-interpretability trade-off is what this dispute has been coined. Research has beendone into demystifying the performance-interpretability trade-off by using information from blackboxes to inform interpretable models [15], which then perform with high accuracy while givingaccurate interpretability. Although this work is a step in the right direction, whether interpretablemodels can consistently achieve higher accuracies than black boxes is inconclusive as of yet. How-ever, their ease of use and high accuracy are compelling reasons to continue researching theirvalue, given the ongoing debate. A better approach might be to see how explaining black boxescan be improved.The need to explain or interpret comes from building trust in algorithms, particularly helpful whenthere are high stakes decisions and to build systems that coincide with our laws and values [9]. Al-gorithmic decisions and any data driving those decisions should be explained easily and effectivelyto end-users and other stakeholders. The need for explainable AI comes from many different ar-eas. Adadi et al. highlight four main categories when considering the driving forces. The categoriesare the need to justify, control, improve and to discover [1].
2.2.0.1. To justifyThere have been multiple controversies in recent years when machine learning or AI systems havehad biased or discriminatory results. Explanations offer a way to ensure that the decisions madeby algorithms were not made erroneously and that the decisions were fair and ethical. ExplainableAI is a way to defend a decision of an algorithm so that errors are minimised, and trust in thealgorithm is built. In addition, justifications can provide a way to comply with legislation. The rightto explanation is part of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation act [14].
2.2.0.2. To controlExplainable AI can help from algorithmic decisions going wrong. It can do so by providing the userwith a greater understanding of the system’s unknowns and insight into errors, flaws, and vulner-abilities.
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2.2.0.3. To improveExplainable AI can be a way to improve models continuously. A model that is well explained canbe improved as the users are better informed about it. This improvement can occur through aniterative process, and explainability techniques offer feedback for ongoing development.
2.2.0.4. To discoverExplanations can be a way to offer new facts and knowledge about what is being explained. In arecent study, Liu et al. found that their explanations led to the discovery of new facts [22]. Their re-search used an autoML system that used partial dependence, accumulated local effects, permuta-tion feature importance and feature interaction post-hoc on the system. Using these explainabilitytechniques, it allowed them to drill down into the data further than what the models were predict-ing by themselves. The techniques allowed them to find what factors contributed most to bloodlevels in childhood. They discovered that children had higher blood Pb levels if they lived within1km of the central mining area or 1.37km to the railroad. As well as this, they discovered that yearof testing was the feature variable that interacted with most other features, and blood Pb levelsincreased faster in Aboriginal than in non-Aboriginal children.There have been some high profile cases of AI systems that have gone wrong in the past. Oneparticular case was that of COMPAS, where AI was applied to the criminal justice system [23]. Thealgorithm gave a recidivism-risk score to arrested people. The algorithm’s fairness was broughtinto question as the recidivism score was overestimated for black people. This case was a primeexample of a case that required inquiry into the algorithm’s decisions. Domains that explainableAI shows the most prominence for are medical [17], transportation [1] and legal [5].There are different dimensions of Explainable AI. There are model specific methods and model ag-
nostic methods. An example of a model-specific explainability technique would be pixel saliencymaps in a convolutional neural network. Model agnostic methods can be applied to any machinelearning model. There are global methods that describe the overall behaviour of the model onaverage and local methods describe individual predictions [25]. Although focusing this project oneither local or global methods would be beneficial for the autoML system, global methods mightbe more beneficial to the system that this project is based on. They are crucial as they can pro-vide feedback [2] to the user on the specific variables they have confirmed relevant. The globalmethods are particularly useful when the modeller wants to understand the general mechanismsin the data or debug a model. It is for this reason that they are more beneficial to autoML as thepractitioner is likely comparing multiple models and how the models use the same data in differ-ent ways. The explainability techniques undergo the same evaluation process. This feature makesit easier to compare techniques across different models. Model agnostic methods give more flex-ibility in terms of model, explanation and representation [36], [1]. Model flexibility allows for theexplainability technique to be applied to autoML. Explanation flexibility allows for different formsof explanation, graphic explanations, linear formulas, or in this project’s case, natural language.Global methods are a good way to provide feedback to users about the feature variables that theyhave to select before running the autoML system [2]. Reducing the number of variables might leadto more accurate and robust models.The methods chosen for the project are well-grounded, widely used and applicable to autoML [22,29]. They are global, model-agnostic methods that are applied post-hoc after training. Having mul-tiple model-agnostic explainability techniques might improve the understanding of the model be-haviour overall. They canwork in unison to help a better understanding of the entire process, ratherthan just one technique [1]. Selecting to experiment withmultiple techniques is preferred as no onetechnique will apply to every situation [27]. The techniques considered are a) permutation featureimportance, b) partial dependence plots, and c) accumulated local effects plots. These techniqueswork well with one another, and some might be very informative in situations where others arenot [22].
2.2.1. Permutation feature importancePermutation Feature Importance (PFI) measures the model’s prediction error increase after thefeature values are permuted. PFI breaks the relationship between the feature and the outcome.After the model has been fitted, if a single feature vector is chosen and shuffled randomly while
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leaving all other columns in place, PFI then measures how much the model’s accuracy will be af-fected [25]. The resulting explanation is in tabular format, which gives the range of increase withthe random shuffling. The variables are seen as important if the shuffle leads to a significant de-crease in accuracy. If the model accuracy does not change or only changes slightly, the feature isnot important.Although there are feature importance scores for models such as Random Forests, these will notbe considered, as taking a model-specific approach could impinge on the applicability to autoML.One of the critical reasons permutation feature importance is suitable for explainability is thatit provides insight into the model’s global behaviour in a very concise format. It is also rapid asit does not require retraining of the model. Permutation importance considers both the featureimportance and all interactions with other features.Permuted feature importance is not the only metric we might consider when explaining a model.One of themain disadvantages is that it is linked to themodel’s error by design. Perhaps themodel’soutput variance might be more beneficial to measure the robustness. If features are correlated,there could be bias in the permuted feature importance by introducing unlikely instances, similarto partial dependence plots.
2.2.2. Partial dependence plotsPartial Dependence Plots (PDPs) are one of the more widely used model-agnostic explainabilitytechniques. They are pretty easy to implement and considered by some to be easy to understand[25]. Partial dependence plots help understand themarginal effect on the predicted outcome. Theyillustrate how the prediction changes as the value of the interested feature changes while consider-ing all other features in the model. PDPs are low-dimensional graphical renderings that help usersunderstand the relationship between the target and the features of interest.Partial dependence plots make a large assumption that is not always applicable to every set offeatures. They assume that features are not correlated, which is not always realistic as features areoften correlated. PDPs average over their predictions can often lead to artificial data instances thatare unlikely in reality. An example of this might be in a dataset with the variables age and salary,where salary is averaged to give babies an average salary of €30,000 a year.One paper found PDPs to be not nearly as informative as accumulated local effects plots as manyof the features of interest were correlated [22]. Rather than ruling out PDP plots or ALE plots, bothwere be taken into account for further experimentation throughout this project.
2.2.3. Accumulated local effects plotsAccumulated Local Effects Plots (ALE plots) describe how a feature affects the prediction on av-erage [25]. They are a very close relative of partial dependence plots. Because. Unlike partial de-pendence’s averaging step, ALE alleviate this as they look at the differences between predictionsinstead of averages, which is what PDPs do.Another straightforward advantage ALE plots have over PDP plots is that they are less biased. Theyworkwell when features are correlated, which is often the case inmachine learning. For this reason,they are often preferred over PDP plots. They also have a faster compute time relative to partialdependence plots. If two features do not interact, the plot shows nothing.Although they have many advantages, they are not perfect and do not work in every situation. Iffeatures have a strong correlation coefficient, then the interpretation of the effects across intervalsis not possible. When there are many intervals, the plots can become unstable. There is no perfectsolution for setting the number of intervals in ALE plots. A smaller number of intervals will lead toan inaccurate ALE plot, whereas a high number of intervals will lead to a shaky curve.Some research has shown that ALE plots can help users improve the accuracy of autoML by 7-8%by providing feedback while developing in the pipeline [2]. Their research targeted people whohad little to no experience in machine learning. The study suggested that ALE plots can be a toolto understand better how users can improve their inputs to the system by leveraging their domainexpertise. In this way, ALE plots are incredibly useful because often, there is no path to improvethe autoML process for laypeople.
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2.3. Explainability in autoMLAlthough someof themorewell-knownautoML systemshave explainability techniques as standard[39], not all do. There is limited research on the crossover between explainable AI and autoML; onlya few papers highlight the area. Two in particular use autoML systems that providemodel-agnosticexplainability techniques in order to explain more about the features leading to a prediction [29],[22]. Both papers have a strong emphasis on domain expertise. One is specific to precision fishfarming, the other sheds insight into features contributing to childhood blood lead levels.Xanthapolous et al. [42] regard interpretability as the most crucial factor in selecting an autoMLservice. They perform a qualitative study, which compares some of the autoML services. What theyinclude in their analysis as constituting interpretability includes more than what interpretability isdefined as elsewhere [25]. However, their conclusion remains valid; there is not nearly enough in-terpretability available to autoML users. Perhaps interpretability in the autoML sense should take acomplete approachwhere data visualisation, progress report, and feature selection are consideredunder the umbrella of interpretability.Their study’s final feature set interpretation section is the most connected area to this project.Xanthapolous et al. view the final feature set interpretation as helping the user select feature func-tionality [42]. In their final feature set interpretation mechanisms, they include: a) random forestfeature importance ranking, b) LOCO feature importance, c) partial dependence plots, d) SHAPplots, e) ICE plots, f) a report of the standardised individual and cumulative importance of the par-ticipating features, g) the standardised coefficient for each feature in the case of a linear modeland h) information about the resulted feature sets in the case of multiple feature selection. ICEplots are similar to PDP, only instead of showing averages, they show individual lines for individualinstances prediction. Leave-One-Covariate-Out (LOCO) feature importance follows the same objec-tive as permutation feature importance, although instead of permuting the feature values, it leavesthe feature out entirely. Of the autoML systems that Xanthopoulos et al. reviewed, only two out ofthe seven studied included four or more techniques [42]. Only two received a grade of B, whichwas given if the autoML service had more than two final feature set interpretations. The final threeautoML systemswere awarded a grade of C, whichmeant that at least one technique was included.Including only one or two explainability techniques does not inspire confidence that the model willbe explained sufficiently. Even though the goal of autoML is to take the human expert out of theloop, one could view this as a disadvantage. In autoML research there is perhaps too much focuson predictive performance and this strategy ignores the user experience. In their survey of autoML,He et al. [16] discuss how although there have been significant advances in how configuration set-tings can be found more efficiently for machine learning algorithms than humans, they highlighthow there is a lack of understanding of why this is the case.It seems that there is very little to allow autoML users to understand what happens under the hoodin an autoML system. There is not enough on allowing autoML to be adopted by people whomightnot understand much about machine learning in general.
2.4. Issues with explainabilityWhat constitutes a "good" explanation? Explanations should be audience-friendly, faithful to thesystem’s decision process, and better interact with users. In this way, explanations could help im-prove AI and human decision-making. Kaur et al. highlight that in their experimental research, fewof their data scientist participants were able to accurately describe the output of the feature vi-sualisation tools accurately [19]. The study found that data scientists often over-trust and misuseinterpretability methods (GAMs) and explainability methods like SHAP. It begs whether the con-ventional methods for feature explanations are sufficient or whether better methods need to beemployed. Although Kaur’s work is on glass-box models (GAM) and black-box model local modelagnostic techniques (SHAP), we feel that this paper is a good indication of a lack of understanding ofboth interpretability and explainability techniquesmore broadly. GAMs are statistically-basedmod-els that have some similarities to PDPs in their plots. However, GAMs are much more trustworthythan PDPs as they are intrinsic. They do provide both global explanations and local explanations.SHAP are Shapley Additive explanations that exemplify a local model-agnostic technique. The par-ticipants in the experiment were even given standard tutorials on the visualisations and could not
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explain manipulated nonsensical explanations. This finding begs whether the interpretability tech-niques are doing a good job explaining the models. Their research called for a more user-centricapproach to evaluating interpretability tools in machine learning. To counter this confusion andapparent lack of understanding, it seems like a further emphasis on HCI needs to be employed toexplain machine learning algorithms to people better. The best way of doing this is to perform auser study to see if an alternatemethod of explaining can better inform users. The Kaur et al. studyused data scientists for their participants, who received a tutorial on the interpretability techniquesand still did not understand how to interpret them correctly. Then what hope do users of autoMLsystems have to understand interpretability? Particularly when considering autoML users whomayhave minimal understanding of machine learning in general. Kaur et al. hypothesise that perhapsvisualisations allow people to think quickly about the model’s inner workings, which is not bene-ficial to the goal of the explanations. This fast thinking is not helpful for the analysis needed, andthe end-user should be spending time trying to understand it, and thinking fast might be counter-productive to understand the graphs fully.Although model-agnostic explainability techniques separate the interpretation process from themodel itself, allowing for flexibility and comparison across models, they are highly dependent onhigh accuracy. If the machine learning model does not achieve high accuracy, then the conclu-sions achieved by the explainability techniques might be different from those of a more accuratemodel. Explainability techniques are therefore only good as an estimation. In Liu et al.’s paper,where they compare the explanations produced by two separate models with similar accuracies[22], they found that the next best model that their autoML system chose gave slightly differentexplanations. The best performing model was a stacked ensemble of random forests. After thestacked ensemble, a random forest was second-highest and marginally less accurate. Althoughthe difference between the two accuracies was only marginal, there was some variance in the re-sults from the explainability techniques. In the random forest, the ordering of the permuted featureimportance and the extent to which features interacted through the H-statistic differed from thestacked random forest. Although explainability techniques sometimes attempt to explain tell quitesimilar processes, they do not achieve their explanations in the same manner. It is for this reasonthat many techniques are needed to get a fuller picture.
2.5. Natural language generationThe need for a more human-centred approach to both autoML and explainability leads naturallyto the field of natural language generation (NLG). The area shows promise as explanations can bemore explicit than how they currently are given and could offer more convincing explanations ifthey are done in natural language. In light of Kaur et al.’s [19] finding that data scientists over-trustand misuse interpretability techniques, it is timely that a rethink on how to do things better is inorder. NLG is a research field that is situated in artificial intelligence aswell as computational linguis-tics that attempts to produce output in natural language from awide variety of different inputs. Theoutput of NLG systems is always text but the input can be a wide range of things such as knowledgebases, images, graphs or plain text. Boradly speaking, they can be separated into two categories(a) text from data, or (b) text from text. Types of NLG systems range from template-based, rule-based and more contemporary encoder-decoder neural models. Examples of NLG systems can beas diverse as generated narratives about birds and their migration patterns [38], or summary of ababy’s medical state when in an intensive care unit [31].There aremany approaches onhow tobuildNLG systems, but there is no shared approach. Pipelinescan be helpful for converting the language generation task to various sub-problems. In end-to-endNLG, such aswhat this thesis is focused on, the traditional pipeline proposed by Reiter andDale [34]is less fixed and is more dynamic in structure than "end-to-end" systems. End-to-end systems havea more stochastic approach to development. There is less of a focus less on fixed structure andmore on what is suited to the particular constraints of the inputs and desired outputs. End-to-endsystems are a little more domain-specific than other forms of NLG.Research has found that natural language generation systems can help decisionmaking processesfrom uncertain data sources when compared to graphical representations of data [13]. Gkatzia etal. aslo showed that there were significant differences between genders and that women much
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preferred the text-only condition of their experiment. Interestingly, men were more likely to beconfident in their decisions when presented with only graphics or a multimodal representation ofthe data. Confidence was lowest in the NLG condition overall, but the NLG condition lead to signif-icantly better decision making than the graphical representations. Elsewhere, work has found thatpeople can be better informed through generated text than graphical data representation in themedical domain [21, 40]. Law et al. focused on whether textual summaries of patient informationmight help inform doctors and nurses at varying levels of expertise about the patient’s conditionand asked how to proceed. The information was displayed as a) a trend graph on a screen or b)textual summaries that described the patients’ condition. Both modes of explanation provided de-scriptions of the changing values of the physiological parameters of the patient and any relevantmedical interventions without any level of medical interpretation. The results found that partici-pants selected more appropriate actions when presented with textual information than graphs. Inanother study [40], Van Der Meulen et al. also found their participants preferred generated textover graphical representations of data. The study focused on the neonatal intensive care domainand found results that echoed Law et al.’s findings. Interestingly, in the study, the participants werefamiliar, andwell practisedwith the graphical representations of the data but still performedworsewhen using graphs.
2.6. Natural language explanationsThere seems to be very little research done on natural language explanations. However, they mustbe accurate, functional and easy to comprehend. The challenges in making good natural languageexplanations for AI systems are the same challenges that face natural language generation prac-titioners more generally. The explanations need to be adapted for specific purposes and users,contain narrative structure, communicate uncertainty and need effective evaluation [33].In the development of intelligent systems, it seems like an essential requirement that these sys-tems can explain their actions and decisions [20]. It matches intuition that a critical ingredient ofexplanations is for them to consider who the end-user is. A human would change their explana-tions whether they talked to a child or a professor. Part of the need for explaining to the user isthe push for making explanations in some way plausible to the user, who can then make betterdecisions from them. With these in mind, explanations in natural language should be a prominentcharacteristic to communicate effectively.One of the fundamental difficulties for this project, is that in one of the few papers on natural lan-guage explanations, Reiter argues that explanations should be written for a specific purpose [33].Although users of autoML systems could be using explainability systems for any number of rea-sons, the one common purpose that they have is that they’re looking to understand the underlyingmodels and processes that are happening under the hood of said system. If natural language ex-planations are to be done for an autoML system, it is hard to make the language general enoughso that if the user changes the dataset, then the language is both (a) specific enough to be infor-mative while remaining (b) broad enough to generalise once another dataset is used. The naturallanguage explanations were primarily template-based in structure and require human evaluationto test that the language of the explanations was clear and appropriate.
2.7. Multimodal explanationsResearch has been done to offer multimodal explanations to justify image classification decisionsof neural networks [30]. In the research, natural language justifications of decisions and a heatmap highlighting the part of the image that led to the decision is given. The models provided bothtextual explanations and visual explanations for the image classification. Their research found thatthe twomodes of explanations together can bemore informative than unimodal explanations. Thiswork asks the questionmore generally of whether users understand data in a textual format betterthan a visual format.Although Park et al. compare graphical information and textual information combined as well asboth modes individually [30], they conclude that combining text and graphs are more informativethan either alone. However, they also conclude that at times their participants got more informa-tion from individual modes of information in particular cases. This is what Van Der Meulen and
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Law et al., who found generated text to be more informative than graphical in both cases [40, 21].Therefore, it is perhaps counterproductive to rule out multimodal explanations. It seems a viablesecondary research question within this study. Two modalities combined could provide comple-mentary explanations to one another. A design for the user study therefore is that there will bethree conditions: a) one for graph explanations, b) one for textual explanations, c) one combininggraph and text.
2.8. EvaluationEvaluation of Generated Natural Language is a complex problem. It is difficult as there are manydifferent ways of carrying out an evaluation, and one of the main issues is that automatic evalu-ation metrics do not work as well as they do in other NLP contexts. Part of the problem is thatthe evaluation methods do not correlate with one another and often give very different results[11]. A small, preliminary study during the development of textual explanations is fundamental. InNLG there are intrinsic and extrinsic methods of evaluation. In intrinsic methods, there are subjec-tive human judgements and judgements involving human coprora. They might focus on aspectssuch as fluency or readability and accuracy, adequacy, relevance or correctness. In contrast, ex-trinsic methods of evaluation measure the effectiveness the text achieves a desired goal. Extrinsicmethods lie further on the objective side of evaluation. The effectiveness depends largely on theapplication space that the text is designed for. In the case of this research, the preliminary pilotstudy is intrinsic in style and the main study is an extrinsic method of evaluation. The preliminarypilot is focused on whether the text reflects what is in the graphs and is subjective about the rel-evance, correctness and accuracy of the text. The main study on the other hand is focused on theeffectiveness of the explanation where users are tested on the understanding of explanations.In autoML, researchers have used user studies to evaluate interpretability of the autoML modelselection process [28]. In NLG, some have called for using only human assessment, but standard-ised methods are needed. Howcroft et al. go so far as to say that NLG evaluation over the lasttwenty years has been confused, and evaluation to this point has been notoriously complex [18].Howcroft et al. propose a list of reporting recommendations for human evaluations, which theythink are the minimum of what is worth including in reports of human evaluations. This check-list is a general guideline for structuring the generated text and can inform design of the text aswell as the points to test in the preliminary and the main study. This gives a guideline to providingadequate text.
2.8.1. Evaluation checklist• System

– What problem are you trying to solve?
– What do you feed in and get out of your system?

• Evaluation Criteria
– What is the name for the quality criterion you are measuring?
– How is the quality criterion defined?

• Operationalisation
– How are you collecting responses?
– Are your participants responding to?

After the preliminary study, we conducted a more comprehensive user study to assess the gener-ated textual explanations’ quality against the graphical explanations. It was not only necessary thatthe explanations themselves were evaluated, but that the end user’s understanding of the expla-nation was evaluated [1]. The primary goal of this research is to test whether the generated text ismore informative than the visual explanation. There is a secondary goal of seeing if the generatedtext and visualisation combined are more informative overall. The main issue with human evalua-tions is that they take more time and sometimes require domain expertise to apply to a broader
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context. Experimental design has a massive effect on the quality of the evaluation. An explanationis only considered a good one if people find it helpful in the specific context [20]. Therefore select-ing the appropriate participants was critical in the evaluation of this project. They therefore neededmachine learning or autoML experience as much as possible. Unfortunately, running an autoMLsystem for each participant is not be feasible as it takes a long time to run. Instead a simplifiedversion of a likely scenario that a user might encounter where they have to evaluate explanationswas the setup instead. This setup is modelled on Doshi-Velez et al.’s guideline for explainabilityevaluations of real humans, simplified tasks [7].
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Chapter 3

Methods
3.1. ImplementationThis section will describe the data, models, explainability techniques, and natural language genera-tionmodules.Weperformedone pilot study to assist with the development process and performedour main study to test the research question. Initially, the cervical cancer dataset was used to buildthe first steps of the language generationmodule. Then, the Australian weather dataset was addedto test and ensure good generalisability beyond the cervical cancer dataset and variables. We lateradded a third dataset from the national basketball association (NBA) to test the generation mod-ules for further generalisability. The third dataset was added late in the development process afterthe preliminary pilot study. For readability, all three datasets will be discussed first in the samesection, followed by the classification models. The sections are as follows: implementation of thelanguage generationmodules, the preliminary pilot study that followed and the amendments afterthe pilot study. Instead of running an entire AutoML system, we focused on the part of the AutoMLprocess that was relevant to act as an abstraction scenario focusing on explaining the outputs.
3.2. DataThree data sets were selected for developing the modules. These data sets were selected basedon ease of understanding of what was being predicted. We wanted participants to understandwhat was being predicted without difficulty so they could focus on the explanations. The featurevariables in the datasets were not difficult to understand for the users and would easily allow par-ticipants to focus on the more complicated parts of what was being asked in both the preliminarystudy and the main study. This tactic was vital as we hypothesised that many of the survey partici-pants might have limited experience with XAI techniques or machine learning. The three data setswere tabular with categorical and mostly numerical variables.
3.2.1. Cervical cancerThe first dataset used was the risk factor for cervical cancer dataset and predicts whether someoneis at risk of having cervical cancer. The dataset was taken from ’Hospital Universitario de Caracas’in Caracas, Venezuela. The dataset was chosen as it was recommended by Christoph Molnar in hisbook on Interpretable Machine Learning [25]. Cervical cancer is a significant cause of mortality inmany countries, and it can be prevented easily with effective screening processes. In the Republicof Ireland, there has been a recent controversy where a recent scandal led to many patients beingclassified as false negatives. False negatives are much more damaging than false positives in themedical domain (recall is more important than precision). Some 208 women affected by the con-troversy have since died. As a result, there has been a significant lack of trust among women in thescreening programme since [3].The dataset consists of data from 858 patients with 33 variables of booleans and integers. Thevariables contained are demographic information, habits and historical medical records. Severalpatients decided not to answer some questions due to privacy concerns, indicating a slightly biaseddataset. The target variable is a biopsy, which identifies whether the person needs to undergo amedical procedure to test for cervical cancer. A biopsy is a gold standard for screening strategy fordetecting pre-cancerous cervical abnormalities [10]. Random oversampling of the minority class

Dataset Num Variables Instances Type of target
Cervical Cancer 33 858 Biopsy (binary)
Australian Rain 22 145,460 Rain Tomorrow (binary)
NBA (Basketball) 20 1,340 Career (binary)

Table 3.1: Dataset variables, instances and target type. Note: NBA target is a whether the playerhad a career of greater than 5 years past rookie season
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Dataset RF Accuracy GB Accuracy ADAB Accuracy
Cervical Cancer 0.98 0.99 0.82
Australian Rain 0.95 0.95 0.78
NBA (Basketball) 0.80 0.80 0.69

Table 3.2: Random forest, gradient boosting and Ada boost on all three datasets. Difference be-tween random forest and gradient boosting classifier is quite small.

was performed as only 5% of records contained a true value for biopsy.
3.2.2. Australian weather dataThe Australian weather data set is from the Australian Government’s Bureau of meteorology [24].The dataset contains ten years of daily weather observations from all over Australia. The targetvariable is RainTomorrow, which has the value of 1 if there was rain recorded above one millimetreand zero if otherwise. The variables are primarily numerical with some categorical, which totalledthirty-three overall. There are 145,460 instances in the dataset. The variables include pressure,temperatures, humidity, sunshine, location, and other relevant environmental readings. Predictingrain weather patterns is becoming more complicated in recent years with more variability dueto climate change. This variability can have severe effects, particularly on areas already prone todrought and flooding.
3.2.3. National basketball associationThe national basketball association of America (NBA) releases data on its players for public use.The dataset consists of player statistics on games played. The dataset was compiled to predictrookie player career length and whether players will last five years passed their rookie season [44].Accurately predicting the probability of a player lasting longer than five years can benefit teammanagement and the players themselves.Unlike the other two datasets, which had reasonably obvious variable names, this dataset hadvariable names that probably wouldn’t be transparent to the novice reader. The original letterswere codes. "GP", "FGA", and "TOV" were supposed to signify "Games played rookie season", "Fieldgoals attempted per game", and "Average turnovers per game". This dataset, therefore, was theonly dataset where we changed the variable names from their original.Therewere 1,340 instances and 20 variables. Average free throws per game, average games played,and games played during the rookie season are some variables in the dataset. The player namewas taken out of the dataset as it was an unnecessary variable. As most players did not last longerthan five years, random oversampling of the minority class was used to bring both classes to abalance.
3.3. Classification ModelsTo test whether natural language explanations offer more utility than the standard visual meth-ods, we trained classification models on three different data sets to test the language generationmodule. The algorithms used were gradient boosting trees, random forest, support vector ma-chines, neural networks and AdaBoost. Random forest, gradient boosting trees and ADAboost allachieved high accuracy. Neural networks seemed to require too much data, and two out of thethree datasets are quite small. Only an accuracy of 55% was obtained with the neural network onthe cancer dataset. Support vector machines did not work very well either, only achieving an accu-racy of 65%. Logistic regression was also used, but it did not prove easy to get a worthwhile accu-racy. Only an accuracy of 67% was gotten. Perhaps higher could be done by performing complexfeature engineering. Support vector machines, neural networks and linear regression were onlytested on the cervical cancer dataset and because they didn’t perform highly were not consideredany further.At the start of the project, the highest-performing model for each dataset was used to produceexplanations. Although this seemed the best thing to do, we used the same model for all three
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Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall
Cervical Cancer 0.99 0.99 0.99
Australian Rain 0.95 0.95 0.95
NBA (Basketball) 0.81 0.81 0.81

Table 3.3: GB accuracy, precision and recall

datasets instead. This choice was made to avoid testing differences in models rather than differ-ences in explanations. The gradient boosting classifier was selected in the end. There was very littledifference in accuracy between the random forest and the gradient boosting classifier, so eithercould have been used. However, because we decided to use the same model, a compromise wasmade regarding very high accuracy on all three datasets with the NBA dataset being the lowest outof the three. It did not seem possible to achieve an accuracy much higher than what was possiblewith the gradient boosting classifier (0.80). Adaboost performed quite badly on the Australian Raindataset as well as the NBA dataset so it was not considered any further.After a high accuracy was achieved on all three data sets, permutation feature importance, partialdependence plots and accumulated local effects plots were run post-hoc.
3.4. Natural language generation moduleFor the natural language generationmodule, we wanted to express what themost important partsof each of the graphs were. We felt that NLG allows us to be more explicit about certain elementsand leave out any parts that might be worth overlooking. In designing the NLGmodule, we neededto plan whether to opt for a rule-based system, template-based system or neural system. Some ar-gue that the distinction between the template-based systems and rule-based systems is outdatedand that there are more similarities between the two than previously given credit for [6]. Despitetemplate systems beingmore difficult tomaintain than amore complex linguistic syntactic process-ing method, their simplicity to implement is their key advantage. We opted for a template-basedsystem for this reason. We thought that a neural approach wouldn’t suit the nature of the problembecause of a lack of data to train on. Another issue is the lack of specificity and control that comeswith them. The templates for partial dependence and accumulated local effectswere largelywrittenbased on Christoph Molnar’s examples [25]. These were used as a starting point for the templates’design.
3.4.1. Permutation Feature ImportanceTraditionally, permutation feature importance outputs a boxplot with variables on the x-axis andmean importance on the y-axis. PFI also gives the standard deviation. Some consideration wasgiven to whether or not to include standard deviation. In the end, we decided to leave it out as itwas not included in the graphical example of PFI given by Molnar with a textual description [25],see figure 3.3. We also decided it might be best not to overload users with too much informationthat we thought might not be worth focusing on.There are three main categories of variables displayed in permutation feature importance. Afterpermutation, there are (a) variables that make the accuracy of the model decrease (important), (b)variables that do not change the model’s accuracy (unimportant) and (c) variables that lead to anincrease in the model’s accuracy (negative importance). These three distinctions for groups werethe starting point for producing language categories of language templates. From these three cat-egories of templates there would be modifications based on how many variables there were. Thevariables were also formatted to appear in quotation marks with commas in between. There werealso sentences describing their role in the model. There is an example of the generated text alongwith the associated graph in figures 3.4, 3.5. An example of the templates for these is below.
3.4.1.1. Template for permutation feature importance[There] [are / is] [number important variables] [important variable/s]. [Removing one of these vari-ables individually will lead to a decrease in themodel’s accuracy.] [The variable/s that are importantare][list important variables]
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Figure 3.1: Chistoph Molnar PDP example with text explanation [25]

Figure 3.2: Chistoph Molnar ALE example with text explanation [25]
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Figure 3.3: Chistoph Molnar PFI example with text explanation [25]
[There] [are / is] [number unimportant variables] [variables that don’t affect the model’s accuracy.][The variables that are not important are] [list unimportant variables][There] [are / is] [number negative important variables] [variables that impact the model’s accuracynegatively.] [Removing them individually could lead to an increase in overall accuracy.] [The vari-able/s that have a negative influence on the prediction are ] [list negative important variables]
3.4.2. Partial Dependence and Accumulated Local EffectsOther than some differences in the wording produced for each, the process used to produce lan-guage was almost identical for partial dependence and accumulated local effects. Therefore, thesetechniques will be covered together as the main parts of the language generation module were es-sentially the same. The output obtained from the two techniques was the raw data from each oneof the graphs. For partial dependence and accumulated local effects it was an array of the x and yvalues from the graph. Content determination in partial dependence and accumulated local effectswas not straightforward. At the time of writing, there is no known knowledge base or dataset withexample explanations. Yu et al. had a similar problem: they produced summaries of time seriesdata for a gas turbine [43]. Their research had the advantage of having a previously-built knowl-edge base. Below is the template used for both partial dependence and accumulated local effects.Much of the design was taken from 3.1
3.4.2.1. Template for partial dependence and accumulated local effectsRefer to figures 3.6 and 3.7 when observing the example template below.[The variable[variable name] [has a direct effect on the outcome]] / [[The variable] [variable name] [has no effecton the outcome]]
[Overall the average marginal effect of the model predicting] "[variable name]" [is between] [mini-mum y value] [and] [maximum x value].
[The probability of the model predicting] ["variable name"] [starts at] [first y value] [then as] ["vari-able name"] [goes up, the probability] loop over values in LOWESS coefficients:[increases [after x
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Figure 3.4: Implementation 1 visual explanation (PFI Cancer)

Figure 3.5: Implementation 1 textual explanation (PFI Cancer)
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Figure 3.6: Implementation 1 visual explanation (PFI Rain)

Figure 3.7: Implementation 1 textual explanation (PFI Rain)
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Figure 3.8: Implementation 1 visual explanation (PDP Rain)
location] / decreases [after x location / stays constant]]
The first thing to produce language from was whether the feature variable affected the model’soutcome. If values changed along the y-axis, a sentence would be outputted. From this change,two sentences were constructed to be produced if (a) the feature variable had a direct effect on theoutcome ("the feature (x) directly affects the model’s outcome") and (b) if the feature variable hadno effect on the outcome ("There is very little change in themodel’s prediction based on changes inthe feature (x)"). Another sentence was constructed to signify the range of values that the featureeffect had on the outcome. These were taken from the maximum and minimum values of the lineplot on the y axis. The following sentence that is outputted is: "Overall, the average marginal effectof the model predicting "Cervical Cancer" based on "Num of pregnancies" is between 0.33142 and0.43551." This sentence takes the range of values along the y axis and the variable names.One of the problems we had when designing the language was the variability of inputs. Sometimesthere would be many peaks and troughs along the line plot, sometimes very few. This variabil-ity made it difficult to decide what to output. Each time the feature of interest or the dataset ischanged, the required explanation must accommodate that, and sometimes changes were dras-tic. ALE and PDP have dissimilar shapes to their lines to further complicate things. ALE has muchmore constant, flat lines where the y axis does not change in value. We decided that describingincreases and decreases in the effect based on feature value was the most important thing to con-sider but we needed a way of aggregating this down to a manageable level. This language was lessstraightforward to implement than the other sentences constructed and needed an extra processto do so.
3.4.3. Local RegressionWe decided we needed a way of logically and automatically distilling down the information to asimpler format to produce language from. We decided that Local regression might be a way toaggregate the complex information that was displayed into a more digestible format, simplifyingthe main parts of the graph which would in turn operate as a basis to produce sentences from.This would help with the sentence aggregation step. Local regression fits many lines to a curve. Itis a good option when a regular linear regression does not provide enough fidelity. A difficulty ofthe accumulated local effects plots was that each time the output would be a different length invalues and caused errors when attempting to load outputs from the technique into the LOWESSregression step. Some error catching alleviated this whenever it was run. This error handling step
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Figure 3.9: Implementation 1 text explanation (PDP Rain)
significantly slows down the process for accumulated local effects.The local regression was Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing technique (LOWESS). This han-dled the outputs of both techniques. We also tried using Locally Estimated Scatterplot Smoothing(LOESS), but the results were much more accurate with LOWESS. We assumed this was becausesmall amounts of data were used to fit the curve. LOWESSworksmuch better with smaller amountsof data than LOESS.Each locally weighted regression line’s slope and intercept coefficients are then kept. We decidedthat choosing a small number of fits in the hyperparameters of the local regression would allow usto get a rough estimation of the process behind the line plot and was a good way of summarisingthe many peaks and troughs that occurred. A high R-squared value was obtained each time. ThisR-squared value was achieved with a looping process over the other parameters.The slope coefficients of each regression line were used to identify where the increases and de-creases were. The intercepts were used to find the values along the y axis. A loop was then usedto iterate over all slopes and produce a sentence. For example, the output from this step alonewould be something like, "The effect increases, then decreases, then increases, then decreases..."(see figure, last paragraph 3.11)Early in the process, weused the values from the slope coefficients not only as signifiers of increasesor decreases but as a modifier to describe the rate of increases or decreases. An example mightlook similar to 3.10 with generated text 3.5. Instead of the example reading "... increases after 0,then increases after 3 by a lot, then decreases after 6 then stays constant." The "by a lot" and "alittle" were modifiers related to the sharpness of the increase or decrease. We set a threshold of a60-degree angle ormore for a significant increase. Less than 30 degrees was used as an increase ordecrease of a little. Nothing would happen if the angle were in between these values. This modifierworked well sometimes, but it seemed entirely out of place when the sharp increases were veryshort in duration and could lead to confusion if the "increase by a lot" only related to less than 5%of the line. Eventually, we decided not to include it.One of the main issues when designing the language generation module for the outputs of varyinglengths was the difficulty in rounding numbers. We attempted to do a rough rounding of only twonumbers behind the decimal place, but doing this could lead to scenarios where the languagewould have comparisons between 0.00 and 0.00 when numbers were very small and fell withina narrow range. For example, the numbers could be as low as 0.0000001 or lower without anyrounding. This unedited output seemed a little too robotic, unlike what a person would say. Weroughly set a threshold of two digits after the decimal place and chose variables that would notoutput numbers that were too small.
3.5. Evaluation
3.5.1. Preliminary pilot studyTo help in the development process in decidingwhat to include in the generated text, we conducteda preliminary pilot study to evaluate what had been done so far. This pilot study was done to seewhether the generated text reflected what was shown in the graphs.
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Figure 3.10: Implementation 1 visual explanation (ALE Cancer)

Figure 3.11: Implementation 1 text explanation (ALE Cancer)
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Figure 3.12: Preliminary pilot study question example
3.5.1.1. ParticipantsEleven people participated in the experiment. We presumed that the survey was most applicableto people with a background in machine learning. The participants were selected based on thisrequirement. Nine participants are currently obtaining or have completed an MSc in Artificial intel-ligence. Another participant has an MSc in Data Analytics. Many of the above work in data science,artificial intelligence or software engineering. One is studying a PhD in pharmacology who usesstatistics and modelling extensively. Another is a business consultant who uses machine learn-ing in their work. The mean experience level was gathered via a five-point Likert scale betweenone (novice) and five (proficient). All the participants have some background in machine learning.Some participants had experience with XAI, with a mean score of two on the Likert scale. All partic-ipants were European, and most were male. Each participant consented that (a). their data wouldbe used for research purposes according to GDPR (b). information was gathered anonymously, (c).They knew they could terminate the survey at any time, (d) they were eighteen years of age orolder. There could have been some sampling bias in the participant selection as each one of theparticipants knows the researcher conducting the project.
3.5.1.2. DesignThe survey was a within-subjects design where all participants answered all questions, and therewas only one version of the survey. The first of the two sections centred around the Cervical cancerdataset. The second was on the rain prediction dataset. Each section had one example of Permu-tation Importance, Partial Dependence Plots and Accumulated Local Effects plots. The examplesconsisted of a visual explanation along with the generated text. In total, there were three examplesof explanations for each dataset. The features selected to be shown were simply chosen for theirease of understanding of what was being predicted. We did not want to distract from the languageor graphs.The participants were asked whether the text reflected what was in the graph. Their response wascaptured via a Likert scale between one and five. They were also asked if they would change any-thing in the text if they were to rewrite it. The results section below will first describe the feedbackon the quality before summarising some suggestions on how the participants would rewrite thetext.One participant was given the survey before sending it out to all other participants to test whetherthe instructions and survey made sense. There were no issues after this pretest. Therefore, all par-ticipants sent the survey, which was the same as the pretest. Because there were no issues withthe pretest, answers recorded in the pretest were included in the final results.
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Cervical Cancer Rain MeanMean Std Range Mean Std Range per technique
PFI 4 1 2,5 3 1.41 1,5 4
PDP 4 1 2,5 3 1.41 1,5 3
ALE 3 1.41 1,5 4 1 1,5 4

Totals 4 3 4
Table 3.4: Preliminary pilot study results. Mean quality ratings for Permutation Feature Importance(PFI), Partial Dependence Plots (PDP) and Accumulated Local Effects Plots (ALE). All averages werecalculated before numbers were rounded. Last column is mean rating per each technique acrossboth datasets

Figure 3.13: PFI scores likert scale. Y-axis represents each participant, x-axis represents score fromone to five. The question was "Does the text reflect what was in the graph?"
3.6. Results of preliminary pilot studyBecause there was a small number of participants in this pilot study, there was high variance inresponses 3.6.1.. However, as this was a preliminary study looking for suggestions and a guideduring development, a small number of participants is sufficient. The results section consists of asummary of the first question asked about the generated text’s accuracy to the graph. Then, thesecond part will focus on summarising people’s suggestions for how they would rewrite the text.

3.6.1. QualityThis section is related to the mean quality of ratings in table 3.4. The mean of all techniques overboth datasets is 4. 5 is the maximum quality score. This finding shows us that people’s opinionof the text was more positive than negative overall. Generating natural language explanations isan emerging area with very little research, so this is a decent start. However, there seems to be alittle room for improvement. It can be seen from the results that all three techniques have somepositive and negative results. The partial dependence plots perform the least well out of the threetechniques, with amidranking score of just three. This finding signifies that the generated text doesnot describe the visual explanation well. However, a three does not signify that the generated textis unsuccessful either. The other two techniques perform the same with a mean quality of 4 each.There are some differences between the quality of the generated text from the rain dataset and thecervical cancer dataset, but these vary across different explainability techniques. The partial depen-dence plots and permutation feature importance performbetter on the cervical cancer dataset, butthe accumulated local effects plot performs better on the rain dataset. There was more variancein the rain dataset than cervical cancer, with permutation feature importance and partial depen-dence. Nobody gave the lowest quality rating on the cervical cancer dataset for permutation featureimportance and partial dependence.As can be seen from the boxplot of each technique 3.16. On the cervical cancer dataset, PFI andPDP did similarly with ALE doing slightly worse with a higher spread. The Rain dataset didn’t do aswell with PDP doing the worst, but ALE did the best overall.
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Figure 3.14: PDP scores likert scale. Y-axis represents each participant, x-axis represents score fromone to five. The question was "Does the text reflect what was in the graph?"

Figure 3.15: ALE scores likert scale. Y-axis represents each participant, x-axis represents score fromone to five. The question was "Does the text reflect what was in the graph?"

Figure 3.16: Scores for each explainability technique and dataset on likert scale. From left to right:PFI (Cancer), PDP (Cancer), ALE (Cancer), PFI (Rain), PDP (Rain), ALE (Rain)
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3.6.2. SuggestionsAfter participants were asked whether the text reflected what was in the graph, they were askedwhat they would change if they were to rewrite the generated text. They were given a text boxwhere they could give their answers. As the sample size of participants in this preliminary pilotstudy was small, the suggestions of what to focus on seemed quite varied.

3.6.2.1. Permutation Feature ImportanceThe text generated from permutation feature importance got the least number of comments onhow it could be improved. This finding is taken to be a good sign. Commenters seemed to call outfor finer differentiation between groups of variables. Even if they all lent themselves to an accurateprediction, they were not weighted the same. Other commenters suggested that it is not necessaryto list out all variables. Another commenter mentioned that the text should be removed entirelyand that the graph is more explicitly specific because it shows how much each variable affects theaccuracy. This comment was directly linked to the research question of whether explanations arebetter conveyed through natural language or visual formats. Most participants who said that thetext reflected what was in the graph well (ratings of 4 or 5) did not suggest how the text could beimproved. Most suggestions, therefore, are more negative than positive. This finding was expectedsince people were explicitly asked towrite something only if therewas anything theywould change.

3.6.2.2. Partial Dependence PlotsOneof the commentswas that the text was repetitive, with theword "then" uttered toomany times.Another user said that the black lines along the x-axis in the partial dependence plot were notmentioned. These lines were the data points that the partial dependence plots create, which comefrom averages between data points in the dataset. These points can be confusing as they wereshown 2.25 "Numof pregnancies" in the cervical cancer dataset, which confused someparticipants.Some commenters mentioned that the text would work better if it only described the significantshifts in the graph. Two users mentioned that the fluctuations in the graph are not quantified inthe text, highlighting that the increases or decreases could be interpreted as equal in magnitude.
3.6.2.3. Accumulated Local Effects PlotsThe first two paragraphs did not get mentioned at all. Most were related to the descriptions of theincreases and decreases produced mainly by the local regression. Participants wanted significantchanges and not every detail. The specificity of the increases and decreases were not exact enoughdue to the local regression. Another suggestion was that ranges should be given between the in-creases and decreases. Repetition seemed to have been an issue for some. Another issue was thatthe numbers were too small to be used in a sentence, there was an issue with rounding. It shouldbe noted that there was a mistake on the experimenter’s behalf; something was overlooked in theexperimental setup. The label on the y-axis read, "Predicted Probability of Rain Tomorrow" whenit should have been "Accumulated Local Effects of predicted Rain Tomorrow".
3.6.2.4. Summary of resultsThe main issue with partial dependence plots and accumulated local effects plots that peopleseemed to comment on was that some of the values expressed in the generated text were notas exact as the visual explanation. The problem was with how the generated text was achieved. Torecap how the text is generated from the graph, the values are taken from the partial dependenceand then fed into a local regression model that returns values that the text generation moduleuses. The values directly from the partial dependence plot are difficult to interpret, so the localregression is used to allow for an aggregated, simplified interpretation. This interpretation is ageneralisation due to the low number of fits set as a parameter on the LOWESS algorithm. The in-terpretation goes from the specific partial dependence data to a more general interpretation withthe local regression and back to specific values in the generated text.Interestingly, there seemed to be a little consensus between participants on which points exactlywere the problem. People found the natural language explanations of the direction of the line
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(increases and decreases and at what points) too vague or not exact enough. Weighting locationsconfused some participants when they were not expressed in the generated text but appearedin the graph. The generated text used weighting locations derived from partial dependence plots.Some people were confused by the values produced.Most of the issues the survey participants seemed to have with partial dependence and accumu-lated local effects originated with the aggregation step. When the preliminary pilot study was run,the aggregation step occurred at the locally weighted linear regression, where selecting a smallnumber of local regression fits aggregated the amount of generated text produced. This strategyled to a poor fitting line with a lower-than-optimal R-Squared value, which acted as the basis forthe language generation step. There could be a better way of achieving this bymoving the aggrega-tion step further down the language generation module’s pipeline. Regarding permutation featureimportance, the prominent issue people seemed to have comes from grouping variables based onhow much they affect the outcome. This finding only came up because of the inclusion of the raindataset, which added a significantly more important variable than the rest, so this variable stuckout prominently.
3.7. Implementation Part 2After the preliminary pilot study, it was clear that more fits needed to be added to the locally-weighted regression and choosing a small number of fits was a bad strategy. Choosing a smallnumber of fits workedwell for summarising themost notable increases and decreases in the graphbut led to confusion once values were added to the text that was supposed to represent the actualvalues on the ALE or PDP. The module needed changing so that the aggregation step occurredfurther down the pipeline. This was because the local regression was definitely the source of manyof the problems. We also improved the rounding step that occurred and changed the architectureto avoid repetition and describe macro-shifts that occurred in the graph rather than attemptingto describe all details. In permutation feature importance, we changed the linguistic realisation aswell as the text structuring through means of the added clustering step.The preliminary pilot study successfully highlighted the issues with the text generation modulesand gave us directions to pursue. One of themain changes that we decided to implement, was thatwe needed to group the important variables in a more logical fashion. This was achieved throughapplying a clustering step. We also decided that there needed to be some changes to language aswell to increase fluency.

Figure 3.17: Permutation feature importance process graph version 2
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Figure 3.18: PFI rain visual
3.7.1. Permutation feature importance
3.7.1.1. New template for permutation feature importanceBelow is the updated template for permutation feature importance. Refer to 3.18 and 3.19 as an ex-ample for the template. For ease of readability, checks for plurals will be left out of this descriptionof templates. These lexicalisation changes are in the implementation, but it is much easier to readwithout them. Changes for quantities are used when there was one variable that was important,more or all. When there were zero variables, the code would do nothing and ignore that particulartemplate.[Permutation feature importance has revealed that] [there are] [number of variables] [variables].[individually permuting these] [number of variables] [has lead to a decrease in the model’s accu-racy.] [The most important variables are] [list highest band of important variables]. [The variables][list high band of important variables] [are also very important] [The variables] [list medium band of
important variables] [positively affect the prediction, but not a lot.] [Other variables shown to havea positive effect on the model’s accuracy were] [list lower important variables] [list lowest important
variables]. [These variables affect the prediction, but only a tiny amount]
[number of unimportant variables] [variables don’t affect the model’s accuracy, either positively ornegatively. ] [the variables are] [list unimportant variables]
[number of negative important variables] [variables impact the model’s accuracy negatively.] [Re-moving one of them could lead to the model’s accuracy increasing] [The variables are] [list negative
important variables]

3.7.1.2. ClusteringTo group variables logically in permutation feature importance, we decided to accumulate the vari-ables that positively influenced the model, that is, the variables that, after permutation, the accu-racy went down. After accumulation, we normalised them. We then decided to divide three sepa-rate groups between 0 and 1 (under 0.33was the first group, between 0.33 and 0.66was the second,etc.). This step worked quite well, but when applied to other datasets, it did not work as well. Some
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Figure 3.19: PFI rain text
variables were grouped on the threshold border but were assigned as being different. We, there-fore, needed a better tactic to group the variables after they were accumulated and normalised.We tested three algorithms: DBSCAN, affinity propagation and K-means clustering. Affinity propa-gation did not work well. For the cervical cancer dataset, where there were ten variables, Affinitypropagation made ten clusters. DBSCAN worked much better, but the issue with it was that it wasnot fixed and had a varying number of clusters. We decided to use K-means instead as it had afixed length in clusters. We decided that having a fixed number of clusters would be much morestraightforward for the text structuring step.WeusedDBSCAN to find the number of clusters on thecervical cancer dataset, then set K to that number. We then tested this on the other two datasets.
3.7.1.3. Changes to lexicalisationWe felt some parts of the language could be left out if they did not add any real value. Instead ofoutputting the lines "There are 0 variables that don’t affect the model’s accuracy" and "There are0 variables that impact the model’s accuracy negatively", we decided to remove these entirely asthere were 0 variables being talked about meaningfully. These lines seemed a little unnecessaryand unnatural. We decided that there needed to be more fluid language so some particular focuswas paid to the lexical choice and realisation. We added sentences and phrasing to make the textflow better and decided to fill gaps between the listed variables. We also changed all languageto the past tense. Instead of "... removing it will lead to an increase in the model’s accuracy", weput "removing it might lead to an increase in the model’s accuracy". The difference in these twosentences is from it "will" to "it might". The vagueness is intentional because there is a stochasticnature to the model fitting process when considering gradient boosting trees or random forests.Therefore, removing the variable is not a guarantee that the model will achieve higher accuracynext time that it is run.We also decided to account for cases that do not appear in the tested datasets or appear verysparsely. For example, we altered the language to account for cases with only one crucial variableor no important variables. We did this for unimportant, neutral variables and important variables.To avoid repetitive sentences, we included changes in sentence structure so that when a list ofvariableswasmentionedwithin a cluster, the sentencewould be different, not just themodifier. Forexample, "The variables x, y and z positively affect the prediction, but not a lot"... "Other variablesshown to have a positive effect on the model’s accuracy were p and q".
3.7.2. Partial dependence and accumulated local effects
3.7.2.1. Templates for partial dependence and accumulated local effectsAn example of the partial dependence plot and accumulated local effects generation module tem-plates are given below. This will be a simplified version, but an example might help the reader
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Figure 3.20: PD and ALE process graph version 2
understand better in figures 3.23, 3.24
[Overall the average marginal effect of the model predicting] [target variable] [based on] [featurename] [is between] [min y] [and] [max y][There is very little change in the model’s prediction based on changes in the feature] "[featurename]" / [The feature] "[feature name]" [directly affects the model’s outcome][The accumulated local effects of the feature / The partial dependence of the feature] "[featurename]" [on the model predicting] [target variable] [starts with an effect of] [start y] [when the fea-ture’s value is at] [start x] [then the effect]...
Version 1 [increases] [to an effect of] [new y] [when the feature’s value is at] [new x] repetition
threshold + 1,[decreases] [to an effect of] [new y] [when the feature’s value is at] [new x] repetition threshold + 1,[stays constant] [when the feature’s value is from] [beginning constant x] [to] [end constant x]
repetition threshold + 1[if repetition threshold exceeds a value of five the following templates will be used instead of the [in-
creases...], [decreases...] and [stays constant...]

Version 2 [There is a lot of variability in the output based on the feature variable] [The model ismost likely to predict] [target variable] [based on the feature] [feature name] [when the feature isat] [x when y is at maximum value] [with an effect of] [maximum y value].[The model is least likely to predict] [target variable] [based on the feature] [feature name] [whenthe feature is at] [x when y is at minimum value] [with an effect of] [minimum y value].
One of the first things we did to alleviate some confusion was to be more explicit about changes inthe graph. "the accumulated local effects of the feature (x) on the model predicting (y) starts withan effect of (position y) when the feature’s value is at (x)". We included more values to be moreexplicit 3.22.Another change we implemented after the preliminary pilot study was improving the part thathandled outputting "stays constant". We increased the number of fits in the local regression andmoved the aggregation step further down the pipeline nearer to the end where the language wasoutputted. This change that had aggregation happen later allowed greater control than the first im-
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Figure 3.21: PDP NBA visual

Figure 3.22: PDP NBA text
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Figure 3.23: ALE cancer visual
plementation. We added a function that allowed us to check the current, previous and subsequentvalues in the array being looped over. We improved the logic that handled this to function morerobustly. This avoided having situations where there would be "increases, increases, increases" andinstead just have increases once. The rounding of numbers was improved significantly. In the firstiteration it was a simple rounding that occurred by hand, whereas in the second implementationwe developed a function that rounded them automatically. To overcome the rounding problem, wedeveloped a function to decipher howmany decimal places to round. We took the average numberof decimal places in the inputted array and then divided it by a number set as a parameter. Thisfigure would then be the number of decimal places to round the array. This method works wellmost of the time but is slightly prone to errors.We also tested the language generation module without using the values from the LOWESS curveand just the values outputted from the partial dependence or the accumulated local effects. Thisrequired slight changes in the module’s logic, but the output was the same. This begs the questionof how much value the LOWESS adds to the architecture given the current architecture.
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Figure 3.24: ALE cancer text
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Chapter 4

Results
4.1. Evaluation
4.1.1. Main studyTo address the research question and test whether textual explanations can be more effective tousers than visual explanations, we needed to conduct another study. For this study, we wantedto test which mode of explanation improved the users’ overall understanding of the models andvariables. This was to be an extrinsic evaluation of the language generation modules.
4.1.2. ParticipantsThe survey was anonymous. The participants mostly fall into two categories: students of the Ar-tificial Intelligence masters at Utrecht University or users of Reddit. Many of the students havecompleted their studies or are working on their thesis. The students were contacted directly orvia group study and class Whatsapp groups. The survey was also posted on Reddit. We used thesubreddit /r/learnmachinelearning. We planned to use the subreddit /r/machinelearning, but theyhave strict rules on users looking for participants for their studies. The learn machine learningsubreddit has much less strict community guidelines. A screenshot of the post is available in theappendix.Twenty people participated in the study. There were thirty-one participants, but eleven did notcomplete the survey. Some participants clicked through without answering questions and couldnot see which condition they experienced. Only responses that were 100% completed were used.The participants were asked: (a) how many years of experience in machine learning they had andto describe (b) their level of expertise with explainable AI (XAI) on a three-point scale: (1) Beginner,(2) Intermediate, (3) Proficient. The mean level of years of experience that the participants had was2.55 years, with a standard deviation of 2.25. This level tells us that we had a decent mix of thetarget audience for this research.
4.2. ProcedureThe survey was online via an online digital survey and was accessible through Qualtrics. The onlineelement removed the interviewer effect from the experiment. Participants could complete the formlater if they desired to take a break. The survey was online for a total of three weeks.
4.3. DesignThe study was a between-subjects design where there were 3 (dataset) * 3(technique) design withthe between-subjects manipulation for modality. This design was chosen as we decided therewould be less bias if participants had not seen the other forms of explanation. There were threeconditions to which users were randomly assigned: (a) visual explanations, (b) natural languageexplanations and (c) multimodal explanations.A page had a brief overview of the research at the beginning and some contact information. Par-ticipants were also asked to give consent and acknowledge that

• They have reached the age of 18 years or older
• Their participation is completely voluntary
• They are aware that they can terminate the survey at any time.
• They acknowledge that anonymous responses may be used for research purposes followingGeneral Data Protection Regulation.

4.3.1. MaterialsTo test understanding we presented users with outputs of each mode with accompanying ques-tions that were designed specifically to test their understanding of the outputs. For permutation
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Figure 4.1: PFI cancer visual explanation
feature importance, the system was run once and output for both visual and textual explanationswas taken from each one of the datasets. The visual output was kept and to be used for the visualcondition, text for textual condition and a combination of both was the multimodal. The questionswere designed in a way that would test user knowledge of the models’ processes. Many of thequestions were designed to offer likely scenarios that would happen if they were in developmentand looking at the outputs themselves.For partial dependence and accumulated local effects, because they only focus on one variableand its relationship to the outcome, specific variables needed to be chosen. These variables werechosen in conjunction with the question formation as much as possible. Because the study wasintended to test users’ understanding of the explanations, the variables were selected when theywere functioning in a way that would be contrary to intuition or that questions could be designedfor. See figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 for an example. In this question, the answer is contrary to whatwould someone might expect. In figure 4.4, it can be seen that after around 10 sexual partners,based on the model, someone who has had that much is no more likely to have cervical cancerthan someone who has had 15. Therefore the answer is False.Each participant had to answer a total of nine questions— three questions per dataset, each focus-ing on a different explainability technique. The order that participants experienced each datasetwas randomised, but the order that the techniques were laid out was fixed. An example of theorder might look something like PFI Cancer, PDP Cancer, ALE Cancer, PFI NBA, PDP NBA, ALE NBA,PFI Rain, PDP Rain and ALE Rain. Participants could not click back to previous questions as therewas some similarity in the questions asked. Each dataset had a short introduction that gave a briefoverview of what each dataset was about before they were presented with the questions. Thequestions were the same across each of the three conditions. They were designed in a way thatwould minimise favouring one mode of explanation over the other. All images and accompanyingquestions can be found in the appendix section of this paper.
4.4. ResultsThe main results of the study was to test users’ understanding of the models and their processes.Therewere some interesting findings from the results of the study. First off, therewere slight differ-ences in time taken to complete the study over each condition, see figure 4.10. The text condition
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Figure 4.2: PFI cancer text

Figure 4.3: PFI cancer question. The answer here is True. 5 variables impact the model’s accuracynegatively. Removing one of them could lead to the model’s accuracy increasing.
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Figure 4.4: ALE cancer visual

Figure 4.5: ALE cancer text

Figure 4.6: ALE cancer question
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Figure 4.7: PDP cancer visual

Figure 4.8: PDP cancer text

Figure 4.9: PDP cancer question
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Figure 4.10: Duration of each condition log scale
Condition Multimodal Visual TextNum. Participants 7 8 8

Table 4.1: Number of participants per condition

took the longest to complete, followed by themultimodal condition. This tells us that the text mighthave slowed the process down somewhat.
4.4.1. Removal of outliers based on the log-scaleThe multimodal condition scored the best out of the three conditions, followed by the visual con-dition then the text condition came last. As can be seen from figure 4.11, there are no outliers inthe graph, but there is a long tail on the multimodal condition. However, when plotting on a logscale (see figure 4.12, there is one outlier in the multimodal case. We decided that since there wasa small number of participants in the study, that the feedback wasmore sensitive to outliers. Whenperforming the log-transform, we reduce the variance but points at the edge of the distribution be-came more distinct as being further from the rest of the distribution. We decided to remove thesepoints. This resulted in the removal of three participants’ results.
4.4.2. ResultsAs can be seen from figure 4.14, there is a clear difference between all three conditions. The mul-timodal condition clearly does the best based on the mean score. The multimodal is then followedby the visual condition and the text condition did the worst. It should also be noted that there is amuch wider spread of correct answers in the text condition than the other two.
4.4.3. ANCOVATo test whether these differences were significant, we decided to use a one-way ANCOVA. AN-COVA is a general linear model which is a combination of ANOVA and regression. ANCOVA evalu-ates whether the means of a dependent variable are equal across levels of a categorical variable,while controlling for the effects of other variables that are not of primary interest, known as covari-ates. In this experiment, the dependent variable was the percentage of correct answers and theindependent variable was group condition assignment. Before running any significance tests, theassumptions were first checked. These included checking:

• That the co-variate was continuous
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of correct answers for each condition (outliers included)

Figure 4.12: Percentage of correct answers for each condition log transformed (outliers included)
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Figure 4.13: Percentage of correct answers for each condition (outliers removed)

Figure 4.14: Percentage of correct answers for each condition log (outliers removed)
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Source Sum of Degrees of F-values P-values PartialSquares Freedom eta squaredMode 225 2 5.336670 0.018937 0.432586Residual 3742 14 NaN NaN NaN
Table 4.2: ANCOVA results

Group 1 Group 2 Meandiff P-Adj Lower Upper RejectMultimodal Text -31.1111 0.0136 -55.8453 -6.377 TrueMultimodal Visual -14.8148 0.2611 -38.3159 8.6862 FalseText Visual 16.2963 0.2544 -9.2823 41.8749 False
Table 4.3: Multiple comparison of means - Turkey HSD, FWER = 0.05

• There were no extreme outliers: Although defining outliers based off of the log scale is aless common technique, we feel like it is justified given the small number of participants.
• Data was normally distributed: To test whether data was normally distributed, we usedthe Shapiro-Wilk test. Results of the Shapiro-Wilk test on each condition were the following:multimodal (χ2 = 0.86, p = 0.14), visual (χ2 = 0.93, p = 0.56) and for the text condition (χ2 =0.85, p = 0.1). This tells us that the data from all three conditions is normally distributed.
• The co-variate and the independent variable were independent of one another: Thegroup assignment to explainability technique was independent from years of experience.
• Homogeneity of variances among groups are roughly equal: Bartlett’s test for homogene-ity of variances was used to test for homogeneity. The result showed that variances werelargely homogeneous (χ2 = 1.91, p = 0.38).
• Observations in each group were independent

The null hypothesis says that there should be no difference in the number of correct responsesacross conditions. With a p-value of 0.02 we can therefore reject null hypothesis that all explana-tions are equally useful. The full results of the ANCOVA can be found in table 4.4.3.,Although the ANCOVA tells us that there is a significant difference between the groups, it doesn’ttell us exactly what that difference is. For this we need a Tukey’s HSD test which is a multiple com-parison statistical test that compares all possible pairs. Below are the results of the Tukey HSDAs can be seen from table 4.3, there is a significant difference between the multimodal and textcondition (p = 0.01). This directly answers the second research question; that multimodal expla-nations are significantly better than individual modes of explanation. It does not, however, tell usthat multimodal explanations are better than all modes of explanation. Namely, the multimodalcondition did not do significantly better than the standard visual format of explanation.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
This work has addressed the following questions in terms of user understanding of explanationsin the AutoML context:

• Are textual explanations more effective than visual explanations?
• Are visual and textual explanations combined more effective than individual modes?

To address these research questions, template-based generation modules were built to producenatural language explanations for permutation feature importance, partial dependence and accu-mulated local effects. We tested thesemodules in a pilot study to gainmore knowledge about whatneeded to be changed. To interpret the rawdata outputs from these explainability techniques, localregression and clustering steps were employed. Following this, themain research study was to testparticipant’s understanding of the information that the visual, textual and multimodal conditionsproduced. The survey questions were carefully designed to test user’s understanding. To test forsignificance, results were ran through a ANCOVA which found a significant relationship betweengroups. Following this, a Tukey’s HSD was run to find where the significant difference was.This research has found that there is no significant difference in the effectiveness between tex-tual explanations and visual explanations. Therefore the main research question has not beenanswered. However, the secondary research question has been addressed, at least partially so.Multimodal explanations are more effective than individual modes. But multimodal explanationsare not better than all individual modes. Unfortunately it is hard to draw any solid conclusionsfrom such a small number of study participants, therefore these findings are preliminary and callfor followup research. Although it was not enough to be significant, the multimodal condition diddo slightly better than the visual.There is always a chance of bias in the survey questions toward individual conditions or techniques.The survey questions could be a potential limitation but challenging to minimise in a between-subject comprehension questionnaire.An interesting finding from the study was that the duration differed between groups 4.10. Thisfinding could mean multiple things. The most interesting is that the participants assigned to thevisual condition were the quickest to finish the survey but did not score as highly for the numberof correct answers as the multimodal. It could be possible that participants in the visual conditionthought that the answers were more evident than those in the multimodal condition. The textcondition had the widest spread of data. Because this was the condition where participants scoredthe lowest, some people could have taken a long time because questions were difficult or skippedthrough quickly because they were not immediately apparent.
5.0.1. Local methodsAlthough this project is focused on global methods, local methods are another direction that couldbe taken to improve autoML. Counterfactual explanationswould offerwhat-if scenarios if individualvalues that led to a prediction differed. Offering users contrastivemethods seems like a compellingway to explain to people how a prediction was made [26]. Counterfactual methods find their rootsin philosophy and grounding how humans explain things in real life. Using contrastive explanationscould be a good way of explaining through natural language. Local model-agnostic methods suchas LIME [35], SHAP and Shapley are widely used [25]. These local methods have been used forAutoML systems elsewhere [39].A limitation of the study was that there were not enough participants, so it is difficult to draw con-crete conclusions from it. Given more time, this research would be scaled up to increase n to allowfor an effective conclusion. We took quite an aggressive approach to remove outliers based on thelog-transformed values. We decided that this was justified to avoid susceptibility to unwanted vari-ance since there was such a small number of participants in the study. We would not have takensuch an aggressive approach to outlier removal if more participants were in the survey. When theANCOVA was run with outliers left in, there were no significant differences between the groups.
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We felt that the survey was already quite long during the survey design, so these steps seemedunnecessary. No data was taken on gender differences or nationality. If the survey were conductedagain, it would be interesting to see how gender influences which mode leads to better utility, suchas what was found in Gkatzia et al.’s paper [13]. As well as this, cultural differences and the levelof English might play a significant role. These demographics could have been a factor contributingto the study’s results. For example, perhaps there were more people with English as their secondlanguage in the text condition, whichmight have skewed the results to favour the visual explanationcondition.Another approach we could have taken in the evaluation was a within-subjects design to get highereffects from the small number of participants. However, we decided early on that amore significantbias could have been associated with a within-subjects design.
5.0.1.1. ClusteringThe clustering step in permutation feature importance is a clear area that could be improved. Ifmore time allowed, further considerations would be spent on finding a better way of clusteringthe important variables. The clustering works well but sometimes does not when applied to differ-ent features or different data sets. Even though three different clustering algorithms were experi-mented with extensively (DBSCAN, K-Means, Affinity Propagation), further exploration of alternatealgorithms would greatly help the language generation module in this area. Part of choosing K-means was that it allowed for a fixed number of outputs. This fixed number allowed us to designlanguage better.As outlined before, the rounding of numbers is not as dynamic to variable inputs as it could be, evenafter the second implementation. The number of decimal places to be rounded to is calculated asfollows; (average number of decimal places) / (rounding parameter). This number is the number ofdecimal places the array would be rounded. This strategy worked quite well for most of the inputsbut sometimes did not work well, and the threshold parameter needed to be adjusted. Future workwould find a better way of performing this rounding.There is no doubt that natural language can, at the very least, provide an extra layer of explanationto the visual formats. Future work might include alternate explainability techniques or focus onan entirely new set of explainability techniques. As this work only focused on three global model-agnostic techniques, a likely avenue could continue and improve on this work or focus on only localmodel-agnostic techniques. An easy extension to this project would be to load LOCO importanceinto the permutation feature importance generationmodule. Another extension could be to extendthe PDP and ALE module to produce explanations for ICE plots. This would involve considerablymore work than the PFI/LOCO extension and perhaps only work well if datasets with very smallnumbers of instances are used.One part of this research that took a significant amount of implementation time that, in a late stage,we needed to minimise to avoid repetition was the descriptions of each "increase, decrease..." inthe line for partial dependence and accumulated local effects. The other sections of the ALE/PDPlanguage module were relatively straightforward to implement, but when we increased the num-ber of fits after the preliminary pilot study to increase fidelity in values, the more repetitive thelanguage got. We attempted to find a balance between having a low number of fits where onlymacro changes would be described while maintaining a high level of fidelity when describing thepoints that these changes happened, but this seemed very difficult. We decided to set a thresh-old for how many times the "increases..., decreases..., increases...," repeated. We concluded thatrepeating the sequence over five times could be too repetitive and sound robotic. An alternatemethod of using the local regression to find macro changes might be used in future while usingraw data values to describe the maximum and minimum values of where these increases happenmight be helpful, but mixing these two might be a challenge. The language generation modulesfocus purely on classification problems, and the PDP and ALE only focus on numerical variables.These are likely avenues to expand the modules further in the future.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
This research has provided insight into natural language explanations and will act as a startingpoint for the area. Although there were not enough participants to draw clear conclusions, multi-modal explanations have been shown to outperform visual explanations. Given that the text-onlycondition did the worst out of the three explanation modes, it remains to be seen whether thetext can be improved further. Since the area of natural language explanations is unexplored andis only something that has been talked about, this work can provide groundwork on which furtherresearch can be conducted.Improvements could focus upon the clustering step of permutation feature importance. This stepcould be prone to errors when changing datasets. Another area that has the potential to see hugeimprovements is the rounding of numbers, as well as perhaps using a combination of LOWESSand raw outputs from PD/ALE rather than using one or the other. We focused purely on numericalvariables to narrow the focus for partial dependence and accumulated local effects. More researchcould be done to extend the generation module to include regression models or categorical vari-ables.Incomplete or poorly understood models are still barriers to entry for machine learning practition-ers. With better computing power, algorithms, and low-code to no-code systems, better explana-tions are becoming more of a necessity than a requirement. Better explanations can help us peerinto the box within the autoML space so that models can be deployed with trust and regularity.
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Appendix A

Appendix
All codeused for this project is freely available at https://github.com/davidpaulniland/Natural-Language-Explanations.git
A.1. Main study
A.1.1. Permutation feature importance
A.1.1.1. Cervical cancer dataset
A.1.1.2. NBA dataset
A.1.1.3. Rain dataset
A.1.2. Partial dependence
A.1.2.1. Cervical cancer dataset
A.1.2.2. NBA dataset
A.1.2.3. Rain dataset
A.1.3. Accumulated local effects
A.1.3.1. Cervical cancer dataset
A.1.3.2. NBA dataset
A.1.3.3. Rain dataset
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Figure A.1: Post on Reddit.com/r/LearnMachineLearning
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Figure A.2: Front page preliminary pilot study

Figure A.3: Consent preliminary pilot study
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Figure A.4: PFI cancer visual explanation
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Figure A.5: PFI cancer text

Figure A.6: PFI cancer question
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Figure A.7: PFI NBA visual

Figure A.8: PFI NBA text
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Figure A.9: PFI NBA question

Figure A.10:
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Figure A.11: PFI rain text

Figure A.12: PFI rain question

Figure A.13: PDP cancer visual
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Figure A.14: PDP cancer text

Figure A.15: PDP cancer question
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Figure A.16: PDP NBA visual

Figure A.17: PDP NBA text
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Figure A.18: PDP NBA question

Figure A.19: PDP rain visual
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Figure A.20: PDP rain text

Figure A.21: PDP rain question

Figure A.22: ALE cancer visual
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Figure A.23: ALE cancer text

Figure A.24: ALE cancer question

Figure A.25: ALE NBA visual
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Figure A.26: ALE NBA text

Figure A.27: ALE NBA question

Figure A.28: ALE rain visual
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Figure A.29: ALE rain text

Figure A.30: ALE rain question
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